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Autopoetics in Nineteenth-Century Britain

From the Romantic fascination with hallucinatory poetics to the
turn-of-the-century mania for automatic writing, poetry in nine-
teenth-century Britain appears at crucial times to be oddly involun-
tary, out of control of its producers and receivers alike. This elegant
study addresses the question of how people understood those forms of
written creativity that seem to occur independently of the writer’s
will. Through the study of the century’s media revolutions, evolving
theories of physiology and close readings of the works of nineteenth-
century poets including Wordsworth, Coleridge, and Tennyson,
Ashley Miller articulates how poetry was imagined to promote invo-
luntary bodily responses in both authors and readers, and how these
responses enlist the body as a medium that does not produce poetry,
but rather reproduces it. This is a poetics that draws attention to,
rather than effaces, the mediacy of the body in the processes of
composition and reception.

ashley miller is Assistant Professor of English at Albion College.
Her work on a wide variety of topics in Romantic and Victorian literary
studies has appeared in Victorian Literature and Culture, Studies in
Romanticism, Nineteenth-Century Contexts, Literature Compass, and
Nineteenth-Century Gender Studies.
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Nineteenth-century British literature and culture have been rich fields for
interdisciplinary studies. Since the turn of the twentieth century, scholars and
critics have tracked the intersections and tensions between Victorian literature and
the visual arts, politics, social organization, economic life, technical innovations,
scientific thought – in short, culture in its broadest sense. In recent years,
theoretical challenges and historiographical shifts have unsettled the
assumptions of previous scholarly synthesis and called into question the terms of
older debates. Whereas the tendency in much past literary critical interpretation
was to use the metaphor of culture as “background,” feminist, Foucauldian, and
other analyses have employed more dynamic models that raise questions of power
and of circulation. Such developments have reanimated the field. This series aims
to accommodate and promote the most interesting work being undertaken on the
frontiers of the field of nineteenth-century literary studies: work which intersects
fruitfully with other fields of study such as history, or literary theory, or the history
of science. Comparative as well as interdisciplinary approaches are welcomed.

A complete list of titles published will be found at the end of the book.
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